Michigan State University remembers Spartans we have lost each academic year with a Memorial Tribute, as well as a tree planted in their honor with a plaque recognizing each of these students. We may not always fully know or understand the impact each Spartan makes on their community, however, we do know these impacts live on through others. These memorials seek to pay homage to the lasting spirits of these Spartans.
Acer griseum
Paperbark Maple
20’-30’ H x 15’-25’ W
Good Fall Color

2013 - 2014

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the
2013-14 academic year
Dedicated May 15, 2014

“Always a Spartan”

Brett Stephen Amo
Neha Bhatia
Noah Dobson Cooper
Katelyn Elizabeth Dombrowski
Dwonya Louis Frolka
Troy Lee Grice
Jared Kavinsky
Christopher James Larrier
Dominique James Nolff

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the
2013-14 academic year
Dedicated May 15, 2014

“Always a Spartan”

Brett Stephen Amo
Neha Bhatia
Noah Dobson Cooper
Katelyn Elizabeth Dombrowski
Dwonya Louis Frolka
Troy Lee Grice
Jared Kavinsky
Christopher James Larrier
Dominique James Nolff
**Tilia tomentosa ‘Sterling’**
Silver Sterling Linden

- 50’-70’ H x 30’-50’ W
- Showy Yellow Fragrant Flower from June to July
- Colorful leaf
- Attract butterflies

---

**MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE**
In honor of the students who died during the 2014-15 academic year

Dedicated April 17, 2015

“Always a Spartan”

Maura E. Brandi
Jiayi Dai
Carolina Flowsky
Anthony John Hawley
Morgan Nicole McGregor
Brady Lane Morton
Vincent Raymond O’Dr
Maxwell John Purdington
Tyler Bryce Parsons
Stephen Root
Navneet Singh Sahi
Kelly H. Smith
Stephanie M. Stanley, D.O.
Xingye Zhang

---

**MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY**
Student Memorial Trees
MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the 2015-16 academic year
Dedicated April 15, 2016

“Always a Spartan”

Michael Scott Odesser Bateman
Joseph Patrick Bamme Bauer
Patrick Kegan Coehran
Hunter Miles Karen
Matthew Davis Lillis
Joe Grey-Laghoed
Dillon Craig Marshall
Maximillian Miguel Monroy-Miller
Ryan Joseph Murphy
Caleb Michael Page
Jacob Daniel Winter

Acer rubrum ‘October Glory’
Red Maple

- 40’-50’ H x 30’-40’ W
- Good Fall Color
Quercus shumardii
Shumard Oak

• 40’-60’ H x 30’-40’ W
• Good Fall Color

2016 - 2017

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the 2016-17 academic year
Dedicated April 21, 2017

“Always a Spartan”

Shida Chen
Jonathan M. Cordes
Dana Eugene Creevey
Eleanor E. Hakala
Tyler A. Hanley
Drew Ewen Hesnaff
Mitchell Arthur Kiefer
Rebecca (Becca) Anne Laske
Timothy M. Lee
Trevor D. Luelt
Amelie Catherine McGoff
Marcus Nathan Lewis Moses
Maxwell Robert Moswig
Sally Anna Ottenhoff
Abhishek Sheth
Miles Lane Whitmore
Zhenming Zhang

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the 2016-17 academic year
Dedicated April 21, 2017

“Always a Spartan”

Quercus shumardii
Shumard Oak

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Student Memorial Trees
Quercus rubra
Red Oak

- 50’-75’ H x 50’-75’ W
- Good Fall Color

2017 - 2018

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the
2017-18 academic year
Dedicated April 20, 2018

“Always a Spartan”

Kyle Baker
Griffin Anthony Boyd
Katelyn Allan Haas
Ko Weok Kim
Matthew Ronald Maher
LaTayah DeAndrea McClane
Ryan N. Stephen
Mitchell J. Taylor
Nickolas (Nick) Tsamakis
Evangelos Spiridon Tsanakas
Tyler Walker
Mingyi Zheng

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Student Memorial Trees
MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE

In honor of the students who died during the 2018-2019 academic year
Dedicated April 19, 2019

“Always a Spartan”

Isai Berrones  Daniel John Hoffman
Abhi Brar  Austin J. Monusko
Makayla Cater-Hostetler  Seryyoung Park
Caleb John Cooper  Daniel Patrick Renzulli
Natalie Lynn Cucinella  Tiana S. Seville
Adam Elbadawi  Yuze “Frank” Wang
Parker J. Haire  Annie Li Yang

2018 - 2019

Quercus shumardii
Shumard Oak

• 40’-60’ H x 30’-40’ W
• Good Fall Color

MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE

In honor of the students who died during the 2018-2019 academic year
Dedicated April 19, 2019

“Always a Spartan”

Isai Berrones  Daniel John Hoffman
Abhi Brar  Austin J. Monusko
Makayla Cater-Hostetler  Seryyoung Park
Caleb John Cooper  Daniel Patrick Renzulli
Natalie Lynn Cucinella  Tiana S. Seville
Adam Elbadawi  Yuze “Frank” Wang
Parker J. Haire  Annie Li Yang

Quercus shumardii
Shumard Oak

• 40’-60’ H x 30’-40’ W
• Good Fall Color
In honor of the students who died during the 2019-2020 academic year
Dedicated September 23, 2020

“Always a Spartan”

Liriophy tulipifera
Tulip Tree

- 60’-90’ H x 30’-50’ W
- Showy Flower
- Good Fall Color

Laura K. Osaer, D.O.
Josiah Keith Rice
Katie Rogers
Jackson William Stegmeyer
Sebastian Alexander Tyll
In honor of the students who died during the 2020-2021 academic year
Dedicated July 27, 2021

“Always a Spartan”

Kevlar William Azar
David Yongchan Cho
Dawson James Compo
Ashlee Nicole Conley
Austin Jeffrey Covey
Rico T.D. Curley
Dominic Duhn
Ian Stewart Finley
Vedaant Garg
Caitlyn Q. Herr
Javier Ernesto Jerez
Josiah Owen Leach
Tara Marie McMahon
Jarek James Troyer

**Quercus bicolor**
Swamp White Oak

- 50’-60’ H x 50’-60’ W
- Full Sun
- Good Fall Color
- Medium to wet
MSU STUDENT MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
In honor of the students who died during the 2021-22 academic year
Dedicated July 26, 2022

“Always a Spartan”
Nicholas Michael Bojarczyk
Leticia Camarillo
Rami M. Fakhry, PhD
Monica Huerra
Alexander Reed Koenig
Joseph (Joey) James Langan
Olivia West Long
Michael Edward Maga
Gabriel Mattison
Alyssa Rose McMahon
Phat Anh Nguyen
Jack Stout

Ginkgo biloba ‘Magyar’
Maidenhair Tree

• 40’-60’ H x 20’-30’ W
• Full Sun
• Good Fall Color
• Shade Tree
Fagus grandifolia  
American Beech  

- 50’-80’ H x 40’-80’ W  
- Full Sun to part shade  
- Good Fall Color  
- Shade Tree  

MSU Student Memorial Trees  
2022 - 2023  

American Beech  

MSU Student Memorial Tribute  
In honor of the students who died during the  
2022-23 academic year  
Dedicated July 18, 2023  

“Always a Spartan”  

Heath Alikaj  
Hannah Elaine Allen  
Arielle Diamond Anderson  
Connor Belling  
Peyton Vida Burch  
Kory M. Ecker  
Kamron Finos  
Brian Anthony Fraser  
Currie James Hamner  
Kerry Jesiel  
Benjamin Michael Kohle  
Kylie Grace LaPorte  
Emily MacDonald  
Zach Massev  
Jack McBride  
Gina “Felix” May  
Matthew D. O’Daniel  
Currie J. Ogden  
Nicole M. Sarama  
Reagan San  
Sarah Catherine Straith  
Alexandria (Alex) Vandez  
Quinton Alexander Whirratt